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ABSTRACT
Mid-air interaction has the potential to manipulate objects in 3D
with more natural input mappings. We compared the performance
attainable using various mid-air interaction methods with a me-
chanically constrained input device in a 6 degrees-of-freedom (DoF)
docking task in both accuracy and completion time. We found
that tangible mid-air input devices supported faster docking perfor-
mance, while exhibiting accuracy close to that of constrained de-
vices. Interaction with bare hands in mid-air achieved similar time
performance and accuracy compared to the constrained device.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Computer-vision-based tracking systems, exemplified by prod-

ucts such as the Kinect One and the Leap Motion, are now easily
accessible on the mass-market. Simultaneously stereoscopic dis-
plays for gaming and entertainment have also become increasingly
popular. These trends support and encourage the possibility of un-
constrained mid-air interaction with a virtual 3D world, in a manner
that approximates how we interact with the physical world. This
vision is also promoted by augmented reality products, such as the
Atheers One1 and Meta 2, which render stereoscopic 3D content
and track the users’ hand gestures with built-in depth-sensing cam-
eras. But can we, in fact, manipulate virtual 3D content quickly
and accurately without the benefit of special-purpose constrained
desktop devices?

This question motivated the studies described here. Our intent
was to determine how mid-air interaction compares to existing al-
ternatives for a non-trivial task in virtual environments. Specifi-
cally, we wanted to evaluate the possibility that efficient and accu-
rate manipulation of 3D content may be supported without the need
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for a constrained desktop input device. If so, we would also like to
determine whether a hand-held input device is even necessary, or if
tracking of the user’s hands can potentially suffice.

We chose to study 3D docking as our main task, which requires
both orientation and positioning of an object with respect to a tar-
get. Our contribution is an exploration of docking performance
using various mid-air interaction techniques, and the comparison
of this performance to that attained with a desktop device that is
considered to be ideally suited for 6 DoF manipulations. The fo-
cus of our study was not the docking strategy itself, but rather the
performance attainable with various input devices.

Several earlier studies investigated docking tasks using tradi-
tional wireframe graphics. However, for our experiment, we chose
a richer graphical environment, offering improved depth cues with
lighting and shadow effects, as this permits users to reuse existing
skills. We also propose a mapping that allows users greater flex-
ibility in the manner in which they manipulate the virtual object.
Moreover, we discuss the need to evaluate not only the docking
time, but also the accuracy of the final position and orientation of
the object.

2. RELATED WORK

2.1 Evaluation of Input Conditions
There has been significant prior research investigating 3D ma-

nipulation using desktop devices, in particular, investigating 3D
position and/or orientation tasks. These include the virtual track-
ball [26], Rockin’Mouse [1], GlobeFish and GlobeMouse [7], multi-
touch surfaces used in conjunction with indirect [6] and direct in-
teraction techniques, e.g., DS3 and StickyTools [6, 24, 10, 18],
and mid-air interaction techniques such as Go-Go [23], as sum-
marized in Table 1. Very few experiments compared constrained
desktop-based devices to unsupported devices that can be manipu-
lated freely in mid-air. A notable exception is early research by
Zhai and Milgram [33], which demonstrated that for a docking
task, isomorphic manipulation through a 6 DoF unsupported de-
vice was faster but less accurate than non-isomorphic manipulation
with a 6 DoF elastic-rate-controlled device. However, it was un-
clear whether the time-accuracy tradeoff was more a result of the
differences between isomorphic and rate-controlled input, or sup-
ported vs. mid-air interaction.

Placement (3 DoF), orientation (3 DoF) and docking (6 DoF)
are fundamental tasks for manipulation of 3D content. However,
comparisons of performance between input devices on such tasks
are often frustrated by the lack of a standard experimental design.
Bérard et al. [2] compared various devices for a 3D placement
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Study Task Fastest Technique Other Compared Techniques
Zhai et al. [33] docking mid-air constrained device
Froehlich et al. [7] docking GlobeFish & GlobeMouse mouse
Berard et al. [2] placement mouse DepthSlider, SpaceNavigator, mid-air
Wang et al. [30] placement Phantom mouse
Kratz et al. [14] orientation mid-air multi-touch screen
Glesser et al. [8] docking Phantom, dual multi-touch sur-

faces
trackpad, mouse

Table 1: Past Research on 3D manipulation tasks.

task and found that the mouse, used in conjunction with ortho-
graphically projected views, was the fastest. However, computer-
generated scenes often lack some of the depth cues that we rely
on in the physical world to discriminate depth. This factor may
account for at least some of the difference in human performance
observed for tasks in the virtual compared to the physical world.
With the addition of an improved visualization technique to com-
pensate for limited depth cues, Wang et al. demonstrated that the
Phantom could achieve higher performance on the same task [30],
consistent with results from a more recent study [8].

Most placement, orientation and docking experiments only mea-
sure the time it takes participants to dock the cursor [7, 14, 8],
but accuracy is often equally important. A docking task involves
gross motion and then fine-tuning once near the target. Zhai et al.
[33] measured how much the cursor’s actual path differed from the
shortest path to the target, both in terms of position and orientation.
While there is interesting information in such trajectories, we are
more interested in the accuracy of the final position and orientation,
i.e., the docking result, as the evaluation criterion.

2.2 Visualization
Grossman et al. used motion capture cameras to track hand ges-

tures as the fingers interact on the transparent spherical enclosure
of a 3D volumetric display [9]. Although such volumetric displays
offer the benefit of a true 3D display, consumer-level stereoscopic
3D, as used in many virtual and augmented reality displays, is a
considerably more affordable and easily obtainable technology.

Stereoscopic 3D rendering and shadow-casting were found to
improve accuracy in positioning tasks and permitted subjects to
perform 3D placement tasks faster [13]. However, they did not
improve rotation tasks [3]. In a stereoscopic rendering condition,
direct mid-air interactions outperformed multi-touch screen tech-
niques when the target was further away from the screen [4]. This
may be due, in part, to the fact that while focusing on the finger that
touches the multi-touch screen, the stereo image rendered above the
screen appears blurred. Although stereoscopic rendering is often
associated with simulator sickness, this is not a problem for dock-
ing tasks because the scene is static and the user focuses on a single
object [25].

2.3 Gestures
The choice of interaction gestures is a critical factor in usabil-

ity and performance. Previous studies [16, 27] used a handle bar
metaphor to perform mid-air translations and rotations, where the
virtual object being manipulated is imagined to be between the fists
of the user. The main limitation of this technique is that the han-
dle bar pose becomes fatiguing when users need to keep their arms
extended to manipulate the handle bar for longer periods of time.
A study by Hincapie et al. recommended to keep motions between
the hip and the shoulder, and to minimize arm extension [11].

Tracking the translation and rotation of one hand is less fatigu-
ing than using the handle bar technique. Levesque et al. proposed
using the left hand for selection and the right hand for translation
and rotation operations [15]. Cutler et al. proposed a more natural
approach by using a pinch gesture to grab the virtual object and per-
forming the 6 DoF operations with the same hand [5], similar to the
6 DoF Hand technique described by Mendes et al. [19]. Although
not specified in their published descriptions, we suspect that these
techniques require the users to always start their operations with
their hand oriented so that it is pointing at the display. For exam-
ple, if users were to grab the virtual object from the right side with
their right hand and twist their wrist around its Z axis (local frame)
(Figure 1), the object would rotate around the Z world axis instead
of the X axis.

Figure 1: Rotating the dark blue chair around its X axis with
the hand.

3. METHODOLOGY
A docking task was used to compare performance of three mid-

air interaction options, using either a physical replica of the vir-
tual object, a wand-like device or the user’s hands. As baseline we
chose a mechanically constrained input device, the Phantom Omni,



which can be used to provide 6 DoF input. This device demon-
strated its superiority in terms of time performance in relation to
other desktop devices in a recent docking study [8]. For our ex-
periment, participants were asked to dock a moving “cursor” chair
using a combination of translation and orientation operations, with
a similar lighter colored target that remains fixed in the middle of
the screen throughout each trial (Figure 2).

Figure 2: The virtual representation of the AirPen is visible in
the image as an ellipsoid. The second camera on the bottom
right shows a view from the right side.

3.1 Experimental Task
Previous docking studies used a set of predetermined target po-

sitions and orientations to avoid visual ambiguities [33, 8]. Since
we offer a richer virtual environment for the docking task and thus
are less affected by the visual ambiguity issue, the moving chair is
placed randomly at the start of each trial, within a predetermined
distance range from the target, which is assigned a uniformly dis-
tributed random orientation. A trial is completed once the partic-
ipant succeeds in aligning the moving chair to the target position
and orientation within a tolerance level, and confirms, either by a
confirmation gesture or button-press [30, 8, 3].

While in other studies the timer started after a loud beep [33] or
a key press [7], we initiate timing of the first trial when the partic-
ipant begins manipulating the input device. For subsequent trials,
the timer is started as soon as the new target is displayed. Each trial
needs to be completed within a given time limit or it is automat-
ically skipped. In this case, a new trial is added to the sequence,
ensuring that all participants complete an equal number of trials.
The number of completed trials for the current device, as well as
the time elapsed since the trial began, is displayed in the top-right
corner of the screen. (Figure 2).

3.2 Visual Environment
The scene is rendered in stereo and viewed through NVidia 3D

Vision RF shutter glasses, thereby providing the participants with
stereoscopic depth cues. We used the default stereo settings of the
NVidia drivers, because these were picked to be appropriate for
a large variety of viewers at desktop viewing distances. We did
not attempt to perform any individual calibration of stereo viewing
parameters for each participant. Our objective was simply to attain
a quality of depth perception commensurate with what one achieves
with “out-of-the-box” commodity 3D hardware.

Although stereoscopic rendering is often associated with simu-
lator sickness, this is not a problem for docking tasks because the
scene is static and the user focuses on a single object [25]. To assist
in visualization of the target orientation, a second camera window,
shown at the bottom right of the screen, offers a view of the target
from the right side (Figure 2).

Despite the use of a stereoscopic display, Wang et al. [30] raised
the concern that depth discrimination may be affected by impov-
erished depth cues, thus increasing task complexity. To minimize
the potential impact of this factor, we designed a more graphically
rich virtual environment, in which depth cues are also conveyed by
the textures of the floor and walls. Lighting effects and shadows
cast by the chairs further improve 3D perception and aid position-
ing [13]. However, we did not evaluate the improvement in task
performance resulting from these factors. Instead, the objective of
our experiment was to evaluate human performance with different
input devices on the docking task. Theoretically, users can perform
such tasks even without the benefit of stereo rendering, as there are
enough depth cues available in our virtual environment.

3.3 Accuracy Feedback and Error Measures
We use orientation and position errors to measure accuracy. The

orientation error is the angle between the quaternions of the chairs
and the position error is the Euclidean distance between them. Once
the orientation and position errors of the moving chair are within a
threshold, a confirmation message appears in the top left panel. If
the participant confirms the position and orientation while the chair
is docked within the tolerance level, a confirmation sound is played
and the trial completes. The tolerance level for orientation and po-
sition was determined in a pilot study, described in the following
section.

Similar to previous experimental docking studies [3, 7, 8, 33],
we provide color feedback as a means of informing participants
that they have docked the chair within the required tolerance and
can complete the trial. However, we have two additional objec-
tives. First, we wish to determine the limits of accuracy that partic-
ipants can achieve with the interaction methods under evaluation.
Second, we wish to explore the use of auditory feedback to avoid
the problem of split visual attention between the docking task itself
and visually verifying accuracy feedback.

To encourage participants to achieve the highest accuracy pos-
sible, we provide continuous visual and audio feedback regarding
their progress in the docking task. Once the position is within tol-
erance, drums are heard as audio feedback, and the color of the
cube shown in Figure 2 changes from yellow to green. The cube
remains fixed in position above the target at all times. Similarly,
once the orientation is within tolerance, a bass track is heard as au-
dio feedback, and the color of the spheres also changes from yellow
to green. Both the volume of the audio tracks and brightness of the
visual cues increase as position and orientation improve further.

3.4 Apparatus
The experiment was conducted on a computer equipped with

a Nvidia Quadro FX 3800 GPU that drove a 1920x1080 120 Hz
53 cm wide display, viewed by participants through NVidia 3D
Vision RF shutter glasses. The software environment for the ex-
periment was developed using the Unity3D game engine. Par-
ticipants manipulated the cursor in mid-air using an “AirPen”, a
“MiniChair”, or the participants’ own hand and fingers, as described
below. A fourth input device, the Phantom Omni, was employed as
control condition. All four input techniques can be seen in Figure 3.
For all mid-air conditions, retro-reflective markers were attached to
the input device and hand, and tracked by an Optitrack Flex:V100
motion capture system.

Since latency is known to have a stronger effect than spatial jit-
ter on docking task performance [28], another set of measurements
was performed to determine whether end-to-end latency might be
a factor in our experiment. For these measurements, the scene con-
sisted of a gray circle, which the experimenter translated back and



Figure 3: The input conditions used in the experiment were:
(a) AirPen (b) MiniChair (c) Fingers and (d) Phantom Omni.

forth using the Phanton and the AirPen. The circle was overlaid
on a 2D black-and-white checkerboard pattern, chosen to facili-
tate detection of movement by a high-speed black-and-white video
camera, which captured the scene at 250 Hz. This procedure was
repeated five times for each device and the recorded frames were re-
viewed to find the offset between movement of the physical device
and the corresponding movement of the virtual device on screen.
The results indicated a mean latency for the Phantom of 76.8 ms
versus 72.0 ms for our Optitrack motion capture system.

We then sought to also confirm that the comparison of device
performance was not affected by the sampling rate of the motion
capture hardware or the Phantom. Towards this, we recorded the
position and orientation reported through logging for each device
over a 1 s interval, during which the experimenter used the device
to translate and rotate the virtual chair. This procedure was re-
peated five times for each device. From inspection of the data, the
sampling rate of the Phantom was determined to be approximately
73 Hz, versus 61 Hz for the devices tracked by the motion capture
cameras.

In other words, both sampling rates were above 60 Hz, and the
absolute difference between their mean latencies was approximately
5 ms. From these measurements, which are consistent with pre-
vious work [22], we are confident that neither sampling rate nor
latency was substantially different between the Phantom and the
other input conditions.

For all devices, translations and rotations are coupled, allowing
both operations to be carried out simultaneously. This choice was
preferred by all participants in a pilot, contradicting the findings
of Martinet et al. [18]. To reduce shoulder fatigue, the width of
the tracking volume was designed to reside between the hip and
the shoulder of the participants. The need for arm extension and
un-ergonomically large hand rotations was minimized through a
clutch mechanism [11]. The participants sat approximately 75 cm
from the screen and were allowed to rest their elbows on their lap
or the armrests of the chair. All interaction involved indirect ma-

nipulation, which was found to be considerably faster than direct
manipulation [20].

3.5 Input Mapping
To improve the input mapping, and in contrast with the previous

work discussed in the Related Works section, we did not limit the
locations at which the virtual object could be manipulated. Fig-
ure 4b shows how one can rotate the dark blue virtual chair around
the Z axis of the AirPen (along the stick) in order to match the ori-
entation of the target. The same mapping was used for all of the
devices in our experiment, except for the rotation operation of the
MiniChair, on which we elaborate in the following subsection.

The translation of each input device was applied to the virtual
chair. Similarly, the virtual chair was rotated based on the change
in Euler angles of the orientation of the input device. The virtual
device had the same orientation as the real device except for its
rotation around the Z axis (local frame), which was always set to 0o,
consistent with the assumptions of our pilot participants. The “up”
vector of the virtual device (the Y direction) was transformed from
local space to world space. The rotation operation of the virtual
chair was performed around the previously obtained axis passing
through its center. The same was done with the X and Z axes.

Figure 4: Mapping of the devices. The light blue target chair
is under the floating cube. (a) Translating the dark blue virtual
chair by dragging the AirPen to the right. (b) Rotating the dark
blue virtual chair around the Z axis of the AirPen.

3.6 Input Conditions

3.6.1 AirPen
The AirPen (Figure 3a) was designed to be functionally similar

to an unconstrained version of the Phantom stylus. It serves as an
example of a familiar object that could plausibly be tracked as an
input device by a virtual or augmented reality system, since the
Leap Motion is already capable of tracking a stylus. The AirPen
consists of a chopstick, to which a set of short sticks affixed with
retro-reflective markers was attached perpendicularly to both track
the third degree of rotation and to avoid occlusions.

While the AirPen is held in the dominant hand, the non-dominant
hand is used for clutching and confirmation gestures. We use a fast
tap of the index finger and the thumb of the non-dominant hand
as confirmation gesture and a (longer) pinch for clutching. While



the user is holding the clutch gesture, movements of the AirPen are
applied to the chair cursor, as in previous studies [17, 21, 31]. The
confirmation gesture indicates completion of a trial. The pinch ges-
ture is detected by observing the proximity of two spherical retro-
reflective motion-capture markers, placed on the index finger and
thumb using putty. The threshold distance for the “clutch” was
established through calibration on a per-participant basis. A fast
“tap” gesture, involving contact between the thumb and index fin-
ger of less than 0.3 s, is used to confirm the final docking position
and orientation. The experimenter empirically determined the time
threshold for the fast tap.

3.6.2 MiniChair
Inspired by Hinckley’s passive real-world interface props [12],

the MiniChair (Figure 3b) is a 3D printed chair, to which we at-
tached sticks with retro-reflective markers. To avoid marker oc-
clusions when the chair is upside down, we constrained the angle
between the “up” vector of the target chair and the “down” vector of
the virtual world to be greater than 80o, a value found empirically to
be sufficient. For consistency across conditions, this constraint was
applied to all devices. Because of the one-to-one mapping between
the orientation of the physical MiniChair and its virtual representa-
tion, clutching was unnecessary and inappropriate for performing
rotations. In theory, this represents a docking time advantage for
the MiniChair for rotation operations. As with the AirPen, clutch-
ing by pinching with the non-dominant hand affects translations of
the virtual chair. A fast tap was again used for confirmation.

3.6.3 Fingers
The easiest input device for users to access is, of course, their

own hands (Figure 3c). This is especially true in the mobile context,
for which other input devices would need to be carried or worn. As
with the stylus, tracking of hands and fingers is available through
existing RGB and depth cameras, although doing so robustly of-
ten remains a challenge. To avoid this potential confound, retro-
reflective motion capture markers, configured as a trackable object,
are taped to the back of the dominant hand for our experiment,
while single markers are placed on the index finger and thumb. The
virtual chair is then manipulated only while the subject is pinching.
Since no object needs to be grasped in this condition, a fast tap of
the thumb and index finger of the dominant hand is used to confirm
docking.

3.6.4 Phantom
The Phantom Omni (Figure 3d) is a mechanically tracked, con-

strained device designed for 6 DoF operations that has demon-
strated its superior performance in previous studies [8, 30]. We
used the light colored button on the Phantom for clutching and the
dark button for confirmation.

4. EXPERIMENTS
Before turning to the main study itself, we first describe several

preliminary experiments we conducted to establish docking thresh-
olds and the trial time limit, as well as to validate the benefits of
using an everyday, textured object as the docking cursor and target.

4.1 Tolerance Level and Time Limit
Prior to running the main experiment, we needed to determine an

appropriate tolerance level for both position and orientation errors.
This was established through a pilot with four unpaid university
students, without giving the participants feedback regarding their
accuracy.

The pilot began with practice trials, where each device was tested
on a series of five targets. Presentation order of the four input de-
vices tested was determined by a four-level Latin square. The first
target was presented in a standard orientation, Figure 4a, and the
following three targets were rotated 45o around the Y, X and Z
axes respectively. The final target was assigned a random orienta-
tion, subject to the constraints explained above in the “MiniChair”
section.

After completing the practice trials, each participant performed
eight trials with each of the four interactions for a total of 32 tri-
als per participant. We arranged the mean orientation and posi-
tion error by input condition, and chose the biggest errors. The
largest errors in both position (1.5 cm) and orientation (15o) were
observed in the Fingers condition; these values were then used as
the respective tolerances for the position and orientation errors for
all conditions in the following experiments. Similarly, analysis of
the logged docking times during the practice trials led us to select
a time limit of 40 s for trials in the following experiments. This
value was sufficient for completion of all trials apart from one out-
lier (40.1 s).

4.2 Wireframe Tetrahedron vs. Chair Pilot
Some docking tasks in previous work used wireframe tetrahe-

dra as target and cursor [3, 33, 8, 7], with a uniform texture or a
checkerboard pattern over the background [30, 2] similar to the en-
vironment in Figure 5. However, anecdotal reports suggest that the
use of a everyday, more familiar, and less symmetrical object, such
as a chair, could reduce the perceptual complexity of the docking
task. Since the goal of a docking task experiment is to evaluate
input methods and not the spatial intelligence of the participants,
we conducted a pilot test with three unpaid participants to compare
their performance using tetrahedra (Figure 5) and chairs (Figure 2).
For the former condition, each edge of the tetrahedron was assigned
a different color to avoid ambiguity in perception of orientation,
and a checkerboard texture was used as a background.

We chose the AirPen device for this test, since the participants
in our pilot studies preferred it. The pilot test consisted of 2 blocks
× 6 trials × 2 docking environments for a total of 24 trials per par-
ticipant. Before starting the trials, the participants completed four
practice runs in each docking environment. The participants were
instructed to be as accurate as possible within the time limit. The
diameters of the bounding spheres of the virtual chair and tetrahe-
dron were 9 cm and 10 cm, respectively.

Figure 5: A screenshot from our pilot experiment of a typical
docking task experiment using wireframe tetrahedra.



The results in Table 2 show similar accuracy in both environ-
ments. However, participants docked the chair noticeably faster
than the tetrahedron, and reported greater difficulty docking the
tetrahedron, consistent with our hypothesis.

Environment Orientation
error (degree)

Position
error (cm)

Docking
time (s)

Tetrahedron 9.29 0.71 15.19
Chair 9.30 0.66 11.30

Table 2: Average accuracy error and docking time for trials
using tetrahedra and chairs.

4.3 Main Study
The main experiment consisted of 2 blocks × 6 trials × 4 input

conditions for a total of 48 trials per participant. The order of the
four input conditions tested was determined by Latin squares. A
total of 12 participants took part in the experiment, ages ranging
from 19 to 27 (median 22), drawn from a population of students.
Half of the participants performed 3D virtual tasks at least two to
five times per week and the other half less often. Participants began
by completing a pre-test questionnaire, reading a document with
instructions, and watching a short video explaining the visual and
sound feedback provided in the docking task. They then carried
out four practice trials before proceeding to the full experiment for
each interaction. Following the experiment, participants completed
a post-test questionnaire, and were compensated $10 for their time.
We used the tolerance threshold found in our pilot study (position:
1.5 cm, orientation: 15o) and limited the task time to 40 s. The
participants were instructed to be as accurate as possible within the
time limit.

4.3.1 Results
As the data was not normally distributed, we used ART [32] to

conduct a non-parametric ANOVA for the docking time, position
and orientation errors. All 19 skipped trials were discarded, and
we analyzed only the 48×12 successful trials. The ANOVA test in-
dicated that the interaction method used had a significant effect on
the docking time (F (3, 33) = 6.95, p < 0.05, GES = 0.09), po-
sition error (F (3, 33) = 4.21, p < 0.05, GES = 0.07), and orien-
tation error (F (3, 33) = 3.36, p < 0.05, GES = 0.04). Pairwise
comparison using paired t-tests with a Bonferroni correction was
then used to analyze individual effects within these measures.

For docking time, there was a significant difference between
all the interaction methods except for the MiniChair-AirPen and
Phantom-Fingers pairs. Figure 6 shows that all the tangible mid-
air interactions were faster than with the Phantom, a constrained
device. The slowest mid-air method, the fingers, was 0.29 s faster
(1.37%), on average, than the Phantom. The fastest device, the
MiniChair, was 4.79 s faster (23.09%) than the Phantom. Although
the MiniChair had the smallest mean docking time, the difference
between it and the next fastest device, the AirPen, was not signifi-
cant.

The Phantom was the most accurate device, allowing partici-
pants to achieve the smallest position error among all input con-
ditions tested (Figure 7). The difference was significant, accord-
ing to the paired t-tests, although the value of this difference was
small: the Phantom was 0.14 cm (26.50%) more accurate than the
least accurate interaction for placement, the AirPen. Similarly, the
orientation error achieved by participants with the Phantom was the
smallest, as shown in Figure 8, which was again significantly differ-

Figure 6: Boxplot of the docking task completion time for each
interaction, where (+) is the mean docking time.

ent from all the mid-air interactions according to the t-tests. Even
though the Phantom was 20.84% more accurate for rotation oper-
ations than the worst mid-air interaction, the fingers, the absolute
difference in degrees was minor, at only 1.53o. Thus, the Phantom
was the most accurate device for both position and orientation, but
not by a large margin. There was no significant difference in terms
of either accuracy measures between the mid-air interaction con-
ditions. A representative illustration of the average accuracy error
of Fingers (position: 0.53 cm, orientation: 7.36o), overall the least
accurate interaction condition, is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 7: Boxplot of the position error for each interaction,
where (+) is the mean position error.

On average, participants, applied transformations to the virtual
chair (clutched) during 76% of the total time for each trial. An
ANOVA test indicated that input condition had a significant ef-
fect on the clutching time (F (3, 33) = 4.36, p < 0.05, GES =
0.07). T-tests with a Bonferroni correction identify significance
between all pairs of input conditions except for the fingers-AirPen
and fingers-Phantom pairs. The average clutching time for the Air-
Pen, fingers, MiniChair and Phantom were 13.62, 15.20, 12.24 and
15.61 seconds, respectively.

We also found that on average the chair cursor was rotated around
its three axes almost equally, but participants preferred rotating the
input device around its Z axis while applying rotations to the chair
cursor. An ANOVA test indicated that the interaction between the
input condition and the rotation axis had a significant effect on the
number of rotations performed around each axis (F (6, 66) = 6.75,



Figure 8: Boxplot of the orientation error for each interaction,
where (+) is the mean orientation error.

Figure 9: Visual representation of the average accuracy error
for the Fingers interaction, which was the least accurate, over-
all. The dark blue chair cursor had an orientation error of
7.36o and a position error of 0.53 cm.

p < 0.05, GES = 0.02). After separating the data by input con-
dition, the ANOVA tests found that the rotation axes had a signifi-
cant effect on the number of rotations performed around each axis
for the AirPen (F (2, 22) = 36.56, p < 0.05, GES = 0.19),
MiniChair (F (2, 22) = 7.00, p < 0.05, GES = 0.04), Fin-
gers (F (2, 22) = 4.19, p < 0.05, GES = 0.02) and Phan-
tom (F (2, 22) = 31.10, p < 0.05, GES = 0.16). T-tests with
a Bonferroni correction identify significance between the Z axis
and the X and Y axes for all input conditions. Rotations were
performed around the Z axis 42.8% of the time for the AirPen,
45.5% for the Phantom, and 37.5% for the Fingers and 38.1% for
the MiniChair. The AirPen (X:29.8%, Y:27.3%) and the MiniChair
(X:29.1%, Y:32.8%) also had significance between their X and Y
axes.

The post-test questionnaire asked participants to rate how favor-
ably they found each interaction, with ‘5’ considered to be strongly
favored and ‘1’ strongly unfavorable. Participants also rated the
level of fatigue they experienced in their wrist and shoulder for
each interaction and were asked their opinion about the auditory
and color feedback. Results of this questionnaire indicate that sub-
jects preferred the AirPen and Fingers, while interaction with the
MiniChair was the least favored (Figure 10). The level of fatigue
reported by the participants was similar across devices. The partic-
ipants gave the auditory feedback an average rating of 4.42 and the
color feedback an average rating of 3.42 out of 5.

Figure 10: Participants’ response to the post-test questionnaire
grouped by favorable interaction, shoulder fatigue and wrist
fatigue.

5. DISCUSSION
Overall, we found that the Phantom, a mechanically tracked and

constrained device, was the most accurate device for position and
orientation, whereas the tangible mid-air interactions (AirPen and
MiniChair) were the fastest. This is consistent with previous re-
search [33]. Interestingly, the Phantom interaction exhibited the
highest completion time, and the highest clutching time, on aver-
age. These observations may be due to the physical limitations of
the Phantom’s joints, which constrain the possible movements of
the stylus, thereby making it more complicated to perform the re-
quired manipulations. However, we also found that the tested mid-
air conditions achieved an average accuracy that is close to that of
the constrained device, which was the most accurate. Our results
also highlight that time, orientation error, and position error are all
important factors in evaluating docking tasks, since these measures
offer insights into suitable applications for the device.

The results of our pilot study indicate that participants were able
to dock an everyday virtual object, such as a chair, faster than the
traditional wireframe tetrahedron, which has been used in the past
for docking tasks. One possible explanation is that a more famil-
iar and less symmetrical object is easier to perceive. As confirmed
by the post-test questionnaire data for our main experiment, au-
dio feedback offers the benefit that each musical instrument can
provide information regarding a different variable. Even though vi-
sual feedback was provided by the color of two dedicated objects
(square and sphere), participants preferred the audio feedback. This
may have been due to the audio feedback not requiring split atten-
tion, or because it was more salient than the visual feedback.

We observed that some participants were more accurate than oth-
ers, although at the cost of longer trial completion times. This
speed-accuracy trade-off is known from Fitts’ law research in human-
computer interaction and has been observed in 3D selection tasks [29].
Bérard et al. [2] also found a trade-off between time and accuracy,
further motivating the imposition of a time limit on trials. Such a
limit should be determined through a pilot test, during which one
can simultaneously determine an appropriate tolerance level. If the
time limit is too high, some participants will become tired trying
to achieve the maximum possible accuracy. If it is too low, some
participants will not be able to complete the trials successfully.

Since the participants reported similar fatigue for the desktop de-
vice and the mid-air interactions, our experiment does not seem to
suffer from the “gorilla arm problem”. The likely reason is that
users kept their movements between the hip and shoulders, as sug-



gested by Hincapie et al. [11], and manipulated the chair during
76% of the trial time, limiting arm extension with the clutching
mechanism. For maximum flexibility, we deliberately enabled a
larger working volume for the unconstrained interactions than that
provided in the Phantom condition. We observed that many partic-
ipants would initially perform large gestures to avoid clutching, but
soon switched to small gestures after realizing that these are less
fatiguing, much like what one can observe with typical mouse us-
age. After the practice trials, most participants used approximately
the same volume for all interactions.

Our analysis did not indicate any user preference for rotating the
virtual chair around its X, Y or Z axis. This might suggest that
participants deliberately select different orientations of the input
device around the volume in order to manipulate the virtual ob-
ject more comfortably, a behavior enabled by our mapping. The
target was always assigned a random orientation and the rotations
applied to the chair cursor from its reference frame also seemed
random. Yet, the log data indicates that participants applied the
transformations with their input device in a non-uniform manner,
preferring rotations of the AirPen and Phantom device around its Z
axis, which they did for 42.8% and 45.5% of all rotations respec-
tively. We believe this to be due to the fact that it is easier to roll
the stylus around its longitudinal axis between the fingers, relative
to other rotations, which involve moving the wrist.

The MiniChair was the fastest option, likely because it was a
replica of the virtual target and did not require clutching for rota-
tion operations. However, participants rated the MiniChair as the
least favorable condition, which we speculate was due to its more
complex shape, which made it difficult to manipulate. In fact, some
participants used both hands to rotate the MiniChair, possibly due
in part to their small hand size. While it is not practical to have a
replica of every virtual object we want to manipulate, such repli-
cas may still be convenient for some applications, such as action
figures in an augmented reality game.

Based on our results, we believe that the AirPen can serve as
a multi-purpose device due to its ergonomic shape, speed and the
high acceptance from the participants. The Flystick [20] behaves
in a similar manner, but is held with a power grip, which precludes
rolling around its Z axis, a feature of the stylus preferred by our
participants. The user’s fingers are a convenient input condition,
since there is no need for an extra device. However, this requires
accurate and reliable finger tracking in the presence of potentially
large hand rotations. While it would have been possible to use the
same gestures for clutching across all conditions, the AirPen and
MiniChair needed the second hand for clutching, while the Phan-
tom and the fingers conditions were manipulated with the dominant
hand. We acknowledge that this might have increased fatigue for
the bi-manual conditions, but the participants reported similar lev-
els of fatigue across all conditions.

As described earlier, we determined the maximum position and
orientation errors acceptable for the docking task through a pilot
experiment. Traditionally, the experimenter chooses such values
empirically. Yet, in pilot tests we observed that if the threshold is
too high, participants repeatedly make small adjustments until they
receive feedback of being within the required tolerance. In that
case, the results may be more a reflection of luck than the perfor-
mance achievable with any given input device. Given these factors,
we attempted to set a tolerance threshold that is sufficiently diffi-
cult to make the task challenging, but not so difficult that success
becomes tedious and overly fatiguing.

6. CONCLUSION
We conducted a study to compare the completion time and accu-

racy achievable on a docking task, performed with a 6 DoF me-
chanically constrained desktop device, to three alternatives em-
ploying mid-air interactions. We found that the constrained desk-
top device achieved greater accuracy than mid-air unconstrained
interactions, as expected. Interestingly, however, the performance
difference was very small, and possibly overshadowed by the faster
speed of the tangible mid-air interaction methods. Even though the
fingers did not outperform the Phantom in accuracy or speed, the
difference between these two conditions was small. Thus, fingers
may serve as a reasonably accurate and efficient input method, es-
pecially for mobile environments. We also found that participants
prefer performing rotations around the Z axis of a stylus, and pre-
ferred multi-modal audio feedback to visual feedback for accuracy.

Given these results, we believe that rich mid-air interaction with
virtual 3D content is not only plausible, but also reasonably fast.
Future work should address the challenge of accurately tracking
input devices with RGB and depth cameras.
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